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ABSTRACT
With the explosive growth of communication technologies, modern
mobile phones become more powerful than ever. Unfortunately, the
battery lifetime of mobile phones is still limited, and energy awareness is a priority of designing applications on mobile phones. To
demonstrate the energy awareness on mobile phones, we propose
a new approach for full-text keyword searches to retrieve content
matching input keywords. The proposed approach generalizes the
two solutions that answer the keyword searches either (i) locally by
mobile phones themselves or (ii) remotely by power servers when
the keywords are offloaded to such servers. Instead, for low energy,
we propose to split the keywords in a search into two subsets, such
that one subset is processed by the mobile phone and another by the
remote server. Our preliminary experiment results indicate the hybrid approach can save the most energy for the keyword searches
than the local and remote approaches. In our example tests, energy of the hybrid approach saves 75% and 47% of energy when
compared to local execution and complete offloading approaches,
respectively.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Performance evaluation

General Terms
Design
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With the explosive growth of communication technologies, modern mobile phones become more powerful than ever. The recent
Apple iPhone 4S is equipped with an 800 MHz dual-core Apple A5
processor, 64 GB storage, and 512 MB RAM [1]. With the powerful mobile phones, users access various Internet services, such as
weather, instant messaging, social media, Internet TV, document
processing.
Unfortunately, the battery lifetime of mobile phones is still limited, and energy awareness has become a priority of designing applications on mobile phones. To demonstrate the energy awareness on mobile phones, in this paper, we propose a new approach
for the full-text keyword search to retrieve content matching input
keywords. Though iPhone and Android mobile search applications
offer keyword search functions, such applications search only content titles or simple text files. Instead, we target the full-text search
over various content types, including pdf files, web content, etc.
To answer the keyword searches, an optional solution, namely
local solution, is that mobile phones locally process the searches
and answer the query results. However, the retrieval of content on
mobile phones may consume high energy. To save the energy for
the keyword searches, an alternative solution, namely remote solution, is to offload the query q (consisting of the input keywords)
from mobile phones to remote powerful servers or even cloud services via network communication (e.g., 3G networks, WiFi). The
remote server then processes the query q and returns the query results back to the mobile phones. This offloading approach involves
the tradeoff between (i) the decrease of the energy for processing
q that is now executed by the remote server and (ii) the increase of
the energy for offloading q and receiving the query results plus the
the energy for being idle when waiting for the query results.
Nevertheless, we believe that the above two approaches may not
be optimal solutions for the keyword searches. To this end, we propose a new hybrid approach by splitting the keywords in a query
q into two subsets, q s and q \ q s , respectively. Then, we explore
the possibility of offloading only the subset q s to the remote server
and meanwhile answering the subset q \ q s on the mobile phones.
The union of the query results from both the mobile phones and
remote servers is the final result of q. In this way, we expect that
energy used by the hybrid approach is smaller than the above two
approaches. In reality, the hybrid solution is a generalized framework. For example, if q s = ∅ and q \ q s = f , the whole query q is
then locally answered by the mobile phone, and this is equivalent
to the local approach; if q s = q and q \ q s = ∅, the whole query q

is then completely answered by the remote server. In view of this,
the key is to find the subsets q s and q \ q s in order to minimize the
overall energy consumption for answering the whole query q.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first
gives an overview of the proposed solution. Next, Section 3 introduces the energy consumption equations of the proposed solution,
and Section 4 focuses on designing algorithms to find the optimal
subsets for minimal energy. Section 5 evaluates preliminary results
for the proposed scheme. After that, Section 6 investigates related
work, and Section 7 finally concludes the paper and discusses the
forthcoming works.

Symbol

Meaning

q, q s ,q \ q s

the query q, the subset of keywords in q offloaded
to a remote server, and the remaining subset answered by a mobile phone.
Energy consumption of a mobile phone to answer
q by the local, remote and hybrid approaches.
# of computation operations to answer q, the query
consisting of term ti , and the query consisting of q s .
Seconds and watts used by a mobile phone (resp. a
remote server) for computation operation
Bytes to upload q (resp. download the results of q)
and the bandwidth of the uploading (resp. downloading).

El (q),Er (q),Eh (q)
R(q),R(ti ),R(q s )
sl ,Pl (resp. sr ,Pr )
Dup (q),Bup (resp. Ddn (q),Bdn )

2. OVERVIEW

Table 1: Main used symbols and meanings

2.1 Problem Statement
For a mobile phone running the keyword search application, we
optimize the energy saving for the query engine of the search application under the following assumptions. First, we focus on the
scenario where the users are moving around and battery recharge is
unavailable. Otherwise, when users stay at home or office, they can
conveniently recharge batteries, without energy concerns for file
searches and other operations. Second, we assume that the mobile
phone is used to store personal files and the files are not updated
very frequently. Thus, via daily synchronization, a remote server
maintains the exactly same filters (and the associated index files) as
the mobile phone does. Finally, the keyword-based search can be
answered (i) by the local mobile phone, or (ii) by the remote server.
The remote server answers the keyword searches offloaded from
the mobile phone via the widely available network channels, such
as WiFi hotspots and 3G networks. However, the energy consumption of these two approaches differs and depends on many factors,
such as the query conditions, query results, the network channels
between the mobile phone and remote server.
Based on the above assumptions, our problem is to minimize the
overall battery consumptions to answer N queries qi with 1 ≤ i ≤
N. Alternatively, its dual problem is to maximize the number of
the answered queries when the battery capacity is predefined. For
each query qi , it consists of |qi | input terms (i.e., keywords), and
supports a boolean-based query model: among all M content files,
a query qi retrieves all files containing one or multiple input terms
in qi . Intuitively, the query results of qi is treated as the union
over the query results of all input terms in qi . The boolean-based
query model can be extended to more advanced models, such as the
threshold-based or top-k models [10].

2.2 Solution Overview
To answer the query q, the local approach, via the keyword search
application on a mobile phone, directly retrieves document identifiers from the local index file (e.g., an inverted list to index the
content) for q. Instead, for the remote approach, the query q is
offloaded to the remote server and then waits for the processed results. After receiving the query q, the remote server processes q
and returns the query results to the mobile phone.
Though the above two approaches work, they are not energy efficient. Before giving the hybrid approach, we first give a lemma
for the boolean-based query model as follows.
Lemma 1 Given two queries q and q s , suppose that the terms in
q are the superset of the terms in q s . Then for a set of given documents, the query results for q are the superset of the results for
qs .
We can easily derive the above lemma by the definition of the

boolean-based query, which uses the OR operation to get the query
results for all terms in the a query. The lemma ensures the proposed
hybrid approach can correctly return the query result of q (i.e., no
content is falsely missed). That is, the query q is spit into two parts:
(i) a subset of the keywords in q, denoted by q s , is offloaded and
then answered by the remote server, and (ii) the remainder of the
query q \ q s is directly executed by local mobile phones. The union
of the query results from both the mobile phone and remote server
is the final result of q.
For the proposed hybrid approach, the key is to adaptively split
the query q into two parts q s and q \ q s for the optimal energy
consumption. We formulate the adaptive split of q into two subsets
of queries, denoted by SSQ, as a min-cost flow graph in order to
minimize the energy consumption. The split of the queries depends
upon the solver to answer the SSQ problem. Due to the energy
limit of mobile phones, during the running time of the keyword
searches ,we avoid solving the SSQ problem for each input query
q by mobile phones themselves. Instead, with query logs of end
users as the input of the SSQ problem, the remote powerful server
periodically solves the SSQ problem in an offline manner. After
downloading the results of SSQ, the mobile phones then split each
q into two subsets q s and q \ q s . The behind rationale is that end
users are typically “lazy” and would not very frequently change
their personal habits [7]
The following sections are organized as follows. First, Section
3 presents more details of the energy for the three approaches to
answer queries. Then, Section 4 solves the SSQ problem. Table 1
summarizes the mainly used symbols and the associated meanings
in Sections 3 and 4.

3.

QUERY PROCESS OFFLOADING

In this section, we give the details of the energy consumption for
three proposed approaches to answer queries.

3.1

Energy for the Local Approach

First, we assume that answering a query q needs to retrieve the
number R(q) of document candidates for the final query results. In
terms of the full-text keyword searches, we define the computation
operation to be the one for retrieving one candidate and then deciding that the candidate is a final query result or not. For the studied
boolean query model in this paper, a document candidate, if containing any input keyword of q, is the final result, and the query q
needs R(q) computation operations.
We denote by El (q) the energy of the mobile phone for the local
approach to answer q. Suppose that on average the mobile phone
spends sl seconds for each query computation operation and consumes pl watts per query computation operation. Then, El (q) is

computed by the multiplication of the used time, sl · R(q), and consumed watts, pl · R(q):
El (q) = [sl · R(q)][pl · R(q)] = sl · pl · R2 (q)

(1)

3.2 Energy for the Remote Approach
Next, we denote by Er (q) the energy consumption of the mobile phone for the remote approach to answer the query q. Er (q)
contains two parts as follows.
• The energy of the mobile phone for being idle to wait for
the processing results from the remote server. Suppose the
remote server on average needs sr seconds for each query
computation operation, and totally sr · R(q) seconds to process q. During the period, the mobile phone is idle, and the
energy consumption is sr · Pr · R2 (q) watts (where pr is the
average amount of watts of the mobile phone for being idle
per second).
• Besides, to enable the process of q on the remote server,
the client and remote server need to exchange data. Denote
Dup (q) and Ddn (q) to be the bytes of uploading the queries
and downloading the query results, respectively, and Bup and
Bdn the uploading and downloading network bandwidth, respectively. Then the time used for such uploading and downloading is Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn . Suppose the mobile
phone consumes Pd watts for the data exchange, and the associated energy consumption is [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ] ·
Pd .
On the overall, when q is offloaded to the remote server, the total
energy consumption Er (q) for the mobile phone is
Er (q) = sr · Pr · R2 (q) + Pd · [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ]

(2)

Now let us discuss the energy saving △E(q) of the remote approach over the local approach as follows.
△E(q) =

El (q) − Er (q)

= (sl · Pl − sr · Pr ) · R2 (q) − Pd · [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ]
We then rewrite △E(q) by:
△E(q) = [Pl −

Pr
]· sl ·R2 (q)− Pd ·[Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ] (3)
sl /sr

The saved energy △E(q) > 0 obviously depends on the tradeoff
between the reduced energy for the eliminated query computation
operations (i.e., [Pl − slP/sr r ] · sl · R2 (q)) and the increased energy
for the extra data exchange Pd · [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ]. Obviously, for the given mobile phone and remote server, offloading q
is more beneficial when large amounts of query computation operations R(q) are needed yet with few amounts Dup and Ddn of data
exchange.

3.3 Energy for the Hybrid Approach
We first give an observation of Eq. (2) as follows.
• The first subitem sr · Pr · R2 (q) is the energy for being idle,
without contribution to the query q;
• The second subitem Pd · [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ] is caused
by the data exchange between the mobile phone and remote
server, and benefits from a smaller value of Dup (q) and Ddn (q).

Based on the above observations, we give the basic idea of the
hybrid offloading approach as follows. We denote that q s is a subset
of the |q| terms of q and is offloaded to the remote server, and then
q \ q s is the subset of the remaining terms and is processed by the
mobile phone. Following Lemma 1 in Section 2.1, we then find that
the query results of q must be the superset for the query results of
q s . Therefore, if the mobile phone offloads q s to the remote server,
it can practically reduce the amount of both Dup (q) and Ddn (q), and
then reduce Pd · [Dup (q)/Bup + Ddn (q)/Bdn ]. Meanwhile, instead of
being idle, the mobile phone answers the query results of q \ q s .
Now the energy for the hybrid offloading approach, denoted by
Eh (q), contains two parts as follows.
• The first part is for the mobile phone to answer q \ q s . Suppose that the mobile phones needs R(q \ q s ) computation
operations to answer q \ q s . Similar to Eq. (1), the energy consumption for the mobile phone to answer q \ q s is
sl · Pl · R2 (q \ q s ).
• Next, the second part is for the data exchange of the query
results of q s . Denote Dup (q s ) and Ddn (q s ) to the data size
of the subset query q s and the query results of q s , respectively. Then, the associated energy consumption of the data
exchange for q s is Pd · [Dup (q s )/Bup + Ddn (q s )/Bdn ].
Now, Eh (q) is given as follows 1 .
Eh (q) = sl · Pl · R2 (q \ q s ) + Pd · [Dup (q s )/Bup + Ddn (q s )/Bdn ] (4)
We now show that energy of the hybrid solution given by Eq.
(4) consumes less energy than energy of the local and remote approaches given by Eqs. (2-3): Due to q s ⊑ q, the query results of q s
must be the subset of the query results of q (by Property 1). Thus,
the claim of Dup (q s ) ≤ Dup (q), Ddn (q s ) ≤ Ddn (q) and Eh (q) ≤ Er (q)
surely holds. Consequently, we ensure that Eh (q) in Eq. (4) is
smaller than Er (q) in Eq. (2).
Summary: Essentially, the hybrid approach can be treated as a
general solution for the above remote approach (i.e., q s = q and
q \ q s = ∅) and local approach (i.e., q s = ∅ and q \ q s = q). In
view of this, to enable the least energy consumption for Eh (q), the
key is to select the subset query q s from the query q. We denote
SSQ to be the problem of selecting the subset query q s in order to
minimize the energy Eh (q) of Eq. (4). In the next section, we solve
the SSQ problems by using the min-cost flow approach.

4.

MIN-COST FLOW-BASED SSQ

In this section, we first give an overview of the min-cost flow
problem, then reduce the SSQ to the min-cost flow problem, and
finally propose the practically useful optimization techniques.

4.1

Min-cost flow

We choose to represent the selection of q s using a standard flow
network. The flow network is a directed graph G = {V, E} where
V and E are the sets of all vertexes and edges, respectively. In the
graph, each edge e ∈ E is annotated with a non-negative capacity ye
and a cost se , and
P each node v ∈ V is annotated with a non-negative
supply pv with v∈V pv = 0. A feasible flow assigns a non-negative
flow fe (≤ ye ) P
to each edge
P e, such that for every vertex v, the
condition pv + e∈Iv fe = e∈Ov fe holds, where Iv (resp. Ov ) is
1
We assume that the time of the mobile phone to process q \ q s is
larger than the time of being idle. Otherwise, if q \ q s contains few
terms and q s is processed by remote servers, it obviously favors
using remote servers to process q.

term node ti
processing nodes: m, c
sink node S
edge ti → m
edge ti → c
edge: m → S , c → S

Capacity
nil
nil
nil
1
1
|q|

Supply
1
0
−|q|
nil
nil
nil

Flow
nil
nil
nil
1 or 0
1 or 0
[0, |q|]

Cost
nil
nil
nil
sl · Pl · R2 (ti )
D (t ) D (t )
Pr [ Bupup i + Bdn i ]
dn
0

Table 2: Construction of the simple flow graph G
addition, (ii) the edge from m (or from c) to S gets a flow
zero or a positive number smaller than |q|, depending on the
number of terms that m (or c) is processing.
Figure 1: Min-cost flow-based term selection
the set of incoming edges
to v (resp. outgoing edges from v). In
P
a feasible flow, pv + e∈Iv fe is referred to as the flow through the
node v.
A min-cost feasible flow is a feasible flow that satisfies the following optimization problem:
Minimize
Subject to

P

e∈E (se · fe )
(1) for each edge e, fe ≤ yP
e;
P
(2) for each node v, pv + e∈Iv fe = e∈Ov fe ;

For a graph with E edges and V vertexes, known worst-case complexity bounds on the min-cost flow problem are O(E log(V)(E +
V log V)) and O(V E log(V P) log(V 2 /E)), where P is largest absolute value of an edge cost.

4.2 Reducing SSQ to a min-cost flow problem
For simplicity, we first construct the min-cost flow graph G with
a single query q and then extend the flow graph with N queries. For
a single query q consisting of |q| terms ti (1 ≤ i ≤ |q|), the flow
graph G is constructed as follows. Figure 1 shows the flow graph
G and Table 2 summarizes the construction.
• Node set V: For each term ti ∈ q (with 1 ≤ i ≤ |q|), we add
a node ti to G. For the mobile phone and remote server, we
add two processing nodes m and c to G, respectively.
• Edge set E: For each term node ti , we connect two directed
edges from ti to m and c, respectively.
• Single sink S : G contains a single sink node S , to which a
directed edge starts from the nodes m and c, respectively.
• Capacity: each edge from the term node ti to m (and to c)
has the capacity 1, meaning that the term ti is processed by
m (and by c) at most one time. Also, the capacity of the
edge from m (and the edge from c) to the sink node S is |q|,
indicating that m (and c) processes at most |q| terms.
• Supply: The nodes m and c have supply 0. Each term node
ti has a supply 1, and the sink node S has the supply −|q|,
indicating S demands at most |q| terms to process.
• Flow: (i) The edge from ti to m (resp. to c) gets flow either
0 or 1 (resp. 1 or 0), depending on the solver of the SSQ
problem. If the edge from ti to m gets 1, then the term ti is
locally processed and there is no flow from ti to c. Similarly,
if the edge from ti to c gets 1, then the term ti is offloaded
to the remote server and there is no flow from ti to m. In

• Cost: On the edge from ti to m, the cost per unit flow is sl · Pl ·
R2 (ti ), where R(ti ) is the number of computation operations to
answer the subset query consisting of a unique term ti ; on the
D (t )
edge from ti to c, the cost per unit flow is Pr [ Bupup i + DBdndn(ti ) ].
Instead on the edge from m (and c) to S , the cost is 0.
After the graph G is constructed, existing solvers can find the
min-cost flow by polynomial time (as shown in Section 4.1). For
each term node ti , its supply (i.e., equal to 1) is injected to two
outgoing edges (each of which has the capacity 1), the flow from
the node ti must go through the edge with the lowest cost in order
to minimize the overall cost. In addition, considering that some
documents contain multiple query terms, we further optimize the
above model by reducing the corresponding cost if such terms are
assigned to the same node (either m or c).
We use Figure 1 as an example. Suppose that a solver of the mincost flow graph in this figure respectively injects the flow of 1 unit
on the edges of t1 → m, t2 → m and t3 → c, the flow of 2 units on
m → S , and the flow of 1 unit on c → S . These flows indicate that
the subset q s (having two terms {t1 , t2 }) is offloaded to the remote
server and the subset q \ q s = {t3 } is processed by the mobile phone.

4.3

The SSQ problem with N queries

Now let us consider the SSQ with N queries as follows. For N
queries, we assume there exist the totally T terms ti (1 ≤ i ≤ T ),
and the frequency of ti is T i (i.e., the term ti appears in T i queries).
Similar to the construction of G, the flow graph G′ for N queries
consists of T term nodes, two processing nodes (m and c) and the
sink node S , together with the associated directed edges. In addition, the supply of the nodes and capacity of the edges in G′ are
the same as the ones in the flow graph G in Section 4.2. However,
the cost per unit flow of two graphs differ. In detail, the cost per
unit flow on the edges ti → m and ti → c in G′ is T i · si · pi · R2 (ti )
D (t )
and T i · Pd [ Bupup i + DBdndn(ti ) ], respectively. The cost in G′ is T i times
of the cost in the graph G. After the graph G′ is constructed, we
can similarly solve the min-cost flow problem to optimally find the
minimal energy consumption.

5.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We first report the used datasets, and then present our preliminary evaluation results.
(1) Query Logs: We use an input query history file (containing
4,000,000 pre-processed queries) collected from the Microsoft MSN
search engine (MSN in short). Among such queries, we choose
500 queries that were submitted by mobile devices. On average,
the number of terms per query is 2.14. Furthermore, the cumulative percentage of all queries containing at most 1, 2 and 3 terms

500 Queries

15

500 Queries
30

local
remote
hybrid

Energy (Joule)

Time (sec)

20

10
5
0
100

200
300
Num. of Docs

25
20
15
10
5
0
100

400

(a) Latency

local
remote
hybrid

200
300
Num. of Docs

400

(b) Energy
Figure 2: Preliminary Results

is 34.8%, 71.2%, and 88.4%, respectively. These numbers, consistent with the previous work [17], indicate that real users prefer to
use short queries, on average only 2 − 3 terms. The short queries
lead to the flow graph G′ having fewer term vertices and smaller
computation cost.

For example, given 500 documents, the energy of the hybrid approach is only the rate of 0.25 and 0.53 of energy of the local and
remote approaches, respectively.

(2) Content Documents: We use the standard Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) AP data set, a text categorization task based on the
Associated Press articles used in the NIST TREC evaluations [2].
We randomly select 400 articles from the TRACE AP set, with on
average 6054.9 terms per article. We pre-process the data set with
the Porter algorithm [2] and remove common stop words such as
“the”, “and”, etc.

Years ago, Virpi Roto [14] had already found that similar to traditional Web search via personal computers, users are surprisingly
willing to use search also with the traditional phone keypad. In
order to study the difference between the mobile search and the
traditional Web search, [17] reported the characteristics of search
queries submitted from mobile devices using various Yahoo! oneSearch applications during a 2 months period in the second half of
2007. It gave some interesting results in terms of the mobile query
patterns, such as on average 2-3 words per query, and only 13%
queries having the frequency 1 (meaning such queries are submitted by users by only one time, and all other queries are repeated by
more than 1 time).
Microsearch [15] built a search system suitable for small embedded devices used in ubiquitous computing environments (e.g.,
PDA). It indexed information stored within such a small device, and
returned a ranked list of possible answers in response to a user’s
query (consisting of input terms). Snoogle [16] was an information
retrieval system on low-cost wireless sensor networks, and served
as the search engine and helped people to search physical objects at
their vicinity. Microsearch allowed users to do textual search in the
local storage of a stand-alone small device, yet Snoogle answered
the keyword searches over the content objects stored in distributed
sensors.
Recently, to save energy consumption of mobile phones, offloading tasks from the mobile phones to remote powerful side is frequently exploited in literature. For example, [9] examined the scenarios that would benefit from offloading, and draw the rule of
thumb that the task must require more than 1000 cycles of computation on Nokia N810 and N900 device for each transferred byte
of data to be beneficial. [5] considered the energy aspect and developed equations to see when offloading is beneficial. In addition,
the recent work [6] analyzed the trade-off between local and remote
processing the keyword search from the viewpoint of energy use.
The above works either answered the queries by the mobile side
(e.g., [15]), or offloaded queries to the server side (e.g., [9, 5, 6]).
Instead, we explore the possibility of adaptively answering the queries
by a hybrid approach.
In addition, the previous works [11, 12, 10, 13] were focusing
on keywords-based content filtering and dissemination (intuitively
treated as a reverse application of keyword searches) on large dis-

(3) Experimental Methodologies: We use a Google Nexus S mobile
phone with Android 2.3 version (1GHz Cortex A8 CPU, 512MB
Ram) and a MacBook Air Notebook with Mac OS X OS (Intel
Core 2 Duo 1.86 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM) as the server to set
the experiment testing environment. The phone access the server
via a WiFi connection with 500KB/s upstream and 1MB/s downstream bandwidth. In our preliminary experiment, both the remote
server and mobile phone maintain the same documents, and index
the documents by main memory-based inverted lists. We initiate
500 queries from the mobile phone, and test the total time and energy for such queries by using three approaches: the local approach,
remote approach, and hybrid approach.
(4) Experimental Results: Figures 2 (a-b) plot the time and energy
for the three approaches.
First, when the number of documents is increased, these approaches have to spend more time and energy to retrieve the matching results.
Second, when the number of documents is smaller than 200, e.g.,
only 100 documents, the remote approach spends the largest time
and energy, and the hybrid approach uses the least time and energy.
It is because given a small number of documents, the retrieval of
the inverted list from main memory is cheaper than waiting for the
results from the remote server.
Instead, given more than 200 documents, the local approach uses
the largest time and energy, and the hybrid approach uses the least
time and energy. It is because the index size for such documents is
large. Given the memory limit, in the local approach, the mobile
phone spends more efforts to load the index into the main memory
and retrieve the matching results over the index, incurring more
time and energy than the remote approach.
In terms of the hybrid approach, it adaptively decides the locations to process the terms, and thus has the least time and energy.

6.

RELATED WORK

tributed systems such as P2P networks and NoSql Cloud platforms.
Significantly differing from such works, in this paper, we target on
mobile phones to save energy for keyword searches.
Finally, [8, 4] proposed a fine-grained runtime offloading system,
called adaptive infrastructure for distributed execution (AIDE), and
an offloading inference engine (OLIE), for resource-constrained
mobile devices. They focused on when to timely trigger offloading
and what partitioning policy used to select objects for offloading.
[3] presented a middleware platform that can automatically distribute different layers of an application between a mobile phone
and remote server, and optimized a variety of objective functions
(latency, data transferred, cost, etc.). It modeled applications as a
consumption graph, and proposed algorithms to find the optimal
distribution of the application modules. These works run the partition algorithms by mobile phones. We focused on how to save
energy for keyword searches, and in our work, the SSQ problem is
solved by powerful servers instead of mobile phones.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied energy-aware keyword searches on mobile phones and proposed three approaches. The proposed hybrid
approach adaptively splits the keywords of queries into two subsets,
such that one subset is answered locally by the mobile phones, and
another is offloaded to a remote server. Our preliminary experimental results verify that the hybrid approach outperforms the two
other extremes.
As future works, we are considering advanced query models
(such as the threshold-based and top-k models). Moreover, as more
general scenarios, where content and index files might not be consistent between mobile phones and the remote side, we are interested in how the hybrid solution correctly finds the needed content
meanwhile at the cost of the least energy. Finally, with a large document collection, e.g., more than 10 GB of personal documents, the
inverted list used to index such documents could be larger than the
RAM size of mobile phones, and thus we consider the permanent
storage implementation of the inverted list.
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